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Philosophy, Goals, History, and Recent Research

I. Philosophy and Goals:

, U S DEPARTMENT OF NEAL TN
EDUCATWN & WELFARE
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

E,OUCTION
TH.4. DOCuMENT HAS BEEN REPRO
DuCF D E X.c,C7i V AS RECEIVED FROM
THE PERSON OR ORGANo/AT,ON ORIGINAT tNC. IT POINTS OF VIEW OR OPINIONS
STATED DO NOT NECESSARILY REPRE

.SENT Of. IC,AL NAT,ONAL 'NSTITUTC OF
EDUCATION POSITION OR POLICY

SituatiOnal reinforcement (S is a langage-teaching method

which, like many

language teaching approaches, endeavors to help people learn

a language as quickly and efficiently as possible. The main

difference between this appro34h and others is that communica-

tion is the goal of the approach and the method is communicative

from the first lesson.

The SR method is a horizontal approach to language learning,

a process of gradual familiarization where students are presented

with a mixture of language structures from the outset. These

structures are taught in natural contexts based initially on con-
/

crete classrootand social situations, the situations becoming

increasingly abstract as the students progress. The structures

are not presented as isolated patterns, but as sequential clusters

c



of commands, questions, and answers, thus-placing the learning

focus on the natural language situations in which communication

_occurs. This presentation' is much closer to the natural language

situation 'a child or adult encounters When acquiring his oivm

language or learning a new one in a foreign country, in that a

variety of phonological (including intonational), grammatical,

and lexical items are.presented from the beginning.

These concepts may become clearer if we_examine the goals

16

of Sk: dr

4'14) The student should be able to use-the language-in connected
a

I)

discourse.

2) He should be able to generate. new sentences'from the

items learned, that is, create untaught utterances by

combining previously learned, structures and vocabulary

in ne,! ways.

3) Outaide\ofclass, he should be able to choose appropri-

ate structures in authentic sommunicatien situations
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from the material that has been presente4i in class,

The theoretical basis of this approach is that people

\

generate language based on what they already know and contin-

ually abstract and revise internalized rules from

1

the input they receive. Thus a,person creates original

sentences in his native language based on the grammar he

has internalized from listening to the speakers around him.

ti

He brings this facility to a second-language learning situa-

tion where he produces sentences, ,also incorporating what he

has learned so far of the new language. :And of course, these

new data complement or conflict with intern alized rules of the

native language. Hence, many errors of secon d-language,learners

can be predicted on the basis of their native language.

Since the student of SR is gradually polishing the language

he is acquiring in a natural way,'he is not expected to master

a given item, such as the present tense, before going of to the
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next: Because comprehension is crucial to the cotmunicative,

goal of this approach, everithinethe student says ,and does

must becopropriate to theLsituataon in/which he finds him-

self and the situation must occur haturally in real life.

Lessons revolve initially around classroom situations so thp.t

the studentcan describe and'manipulw his 4mmpdiate environ-

ment by discussing'whk bE and his classmates, are doing, have
t

done or will do. This utilization of concrete classroom objects

O 4

where students describe actions everyone has witnessed is gradually

enlarged to include non-immediate social and. travel 'situations.

Since SR is. situation rather than structure oriented,. the

structures presented are more dependent on the situation than on

a structural analysis of the language. It is also true of natural

language situations outside of class that language structures
\

pend on the situation and not vice versa. Hence an optimal.learn-
, .

ing situation would be one in which students learn to say what
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a given situati:',n wLuld naturally elicit; they would also be en=

couraged to offer appropriate responses drawn from their.growing

competence and other experiences. By stressing communication

skills in a total language context, SR attempts to avoid mani-

pulation of structures per se since the latter usually entai \s

overlearninernd automatic responses without real communication.

Here are some basic principles of SR to keep in mind:

1) The situation controls the mixture of language struc-

tures presented, not vice versa. Students should

think in the language they are learning, not meritl

manipulate its forms. .
2) Communication is always the immediate, primary; an

relevant task at han

3) Mastery of the language is gradual with structures

being continually reviewed,",corrected, an4 reinforced

in a real...stic context.
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4) A variant anset- is acceptable if appropriate and

.

The SR method' promotes the above goals through response

sequences initially between student and instructor and later be-
.

tween two students. The sequenceS elicit personal information'

-4.

or revolve around 1e performance of some action which co- occurs .-.

with the introduction of a specific unit_of the sequence: After

the response sequences Of one section are learned, they are cm-
,

bined into a conversation sequence. The final goal of thit pto-
,

cedure is.to get the students to talk to each other in connected

sequences with minimuninstructor.involvement. The presentation .

of each sequence will-ofnecessity be initiated by the instructor,

but the instructor should retire from dominance as soon as possible,

letting the students work with the sequences themselves. Students

should be encouraged to use all the intellectual, resources at their

disposal; if they prbduce alternate acceptable responses, they should

be commended. Such responses indicate they both understand what is

going on and have generalized these data to a wider experience.-
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II. History of sr..

7

4.

SR was originally developed in 1967 as an alternative to

existing but unsatisaCtory methodologies for teaching English

-as a second language (ESL)....

Before that time, traditional teaching hackbeen primarily

concerned with written, notspoken, language. The focus had

been on formal grammatical analyses and/or translation of.

classical texts. Linguistic research concentrated on analyzing

Indo- European

historical'relationships between languages Sr producing static

4%

descriptive gramMars-of non-Indo-European languages. Neither--1'

approach was concerned.with language itself as a means of commu-

nication. The primary concern was with form, not function, of

the language system.

U.S. involvement in World War II brought renewed interest in'.

.

and forced evaluation of the status of foreign language (FL) teach-

lug in the U. S. It was estinated that in 1928 25.2 neraent of U. S.
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0highNchool studentA :c1tudio modern.FL. By 1949 the perce age ge had

... o .

,

dropped, to 13:7 bercen and remained there for the next six
... ,

.

years.` Obviously few Americans were going overseas with the

ability, to communicate effectively in a foreign language. Those

who had studied FL may haVe been able, to analyze, translate, or

read them but could hardly fill th.e urgent need,for people who
^7

could speak and understand languages critical to U.S. interests.

Because of this need the Armed Forces took the initiative

in develop.ing FL materials in order'to train personnel in FL

speakling, listening, reading and writing skills. New teaching

materials based on current linguistic theory were developed, such -

those of the Intensive Language Program of the AmeriCan CouncjA

of Learned Societies (ACLS). The descriptive linguists associated

with, this project felt that language materials should he graded

and ordered in accordance with increasing grammatical complexity

(an idea highly compatible with their theoretical model), and

that language should be taught in terms of patterns based on
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such rdor Themastery of such eattcrns
*

in their opinion, the learning ofthe language: These ideas

owed much to the beivivioriSt theory that language was an acquired

set o ±habits and that all a 'student had to do was learn the corre,I;

response'to a given stimulus. In other wprds, he was expected to

internalize a set of habits throughrepetition, memorization and

manipulation of sets of tructurally.related items. The target

language was to bd. learned though oral, not written, practice.

This method has often been called "pattern practice":

Unfortunately the FL teaching materials based on the "pattern

practice" method did-not differentiate between simple and complex

patterns; all patterns received the same amount of attention in

Y

teaching. Hollever, recent evidence suggests that grammatical

-complexity may not be a valid criterion for ordering presentation

3

of material at all. In addition, efforts to master the patt,:rns

promotediitemorization (though not necessarily` comprehension) of a
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body of data which, althouri internally consistent, was often

4
devoid of content insofar s meani-igful langua& exchanges did .

not occur- No attempt was made at communication, betweer. use -s

of the language, nor was there any guarantee that students

would be able to select the appropriate structure (if they had

I.

learned it) outside of ,class

The "pattern pi:ctice" methodology was not used only by

military personnel, but adapted foi use by public and private

schools, and for the teaching of ESL as well.

In the late 1950's the English Language Institute at the

University of Michigan began to develop their own materials using

the "pattern. practicek4 technique. The methodology was expanded

to include variation in pattern context. Material previously studit:d

in class was reinforced and vocabulary was e::-,2anded through use of

ture charts, where students wereohliged to use previously studied

patterns in new situation
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The-enactment of the National' Defense Education Act (NDEA)

in.19S8 established new standards of oral proficiency; many foreign

nguage teachers, trained primarily to teach reading, no-: oral

skills,'had to seek new training. the NDEA summer institutes

were designed both to'increase the oral skills t e tL-chers
)

and to acquaint them with the new linguistically based methods

ae§cribed abve. Since their linguistic 'insecurity is often

high, 'nowever,teachers have tended to 96ntinue to rely on a

It

strictinterprdtatioceof4pattern drill's and dialogues rather

than the expansive pattern drills in)situational. contexts de-

.

veloped at Michigan .q \
In the light of past and current re-

Search, however, it is becoming increasingly obvious that dr'ills

' alone do not per se enable, the foreign language student to pro-

gress from manipulation of foreign language structures to free

1
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communication in the target language.-*
f

St. J en::

4,

Traditional foreign language teaching methods are still employ-

ed_by some teachers for students not interested in developinz oral

skills,.ut many more still use "pattern practice". Although

the goals of this latter method and SR are the same--free communi-

cation--their methods di r. The following comparison may be

ID
helpful:

*During the late 2960's situa tonally-v
duced into an ESL Manpower prograM in.Je
materials formed the basis for nucLeut-17
have been deveboped/into the institUte o
Washington, P. C. FL -and ESL series.

mark bf.TML.

sed materials Were intro-
dah, Saudi Arabia. These
and ESL courses which
Modern Languages (IML),

R. is a registered trade-'::
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Comparisonbof SR and "Pattern Practice"

SR

1. Emphasis onlInguage use.

1.1 Language 'regarded as

I

"Pattern Practice"-

1. Emphasis en language structur..
110

1.) Language regarded as..sytz'r:..-.

system of communication. of patterns)

1.2 Function of teacher is to 1.2 Function of teacher is to

teach students to use lan- teach students to use patterns

guage in communicative context.

2. Reliance on communication

exercises in situational

in correct structural context.

2. Reliance on manipulative grammati

exercises with assumption 'that mast'

> .

context. of same will lead to communication.

3. Grading & ordering of language 3. Grading & ordering of language by

by situation; order of presenta-,

tion based on criteria of ex- /

;

pansiOn

structure; order of presentation

of latter based on grammatical

(opportunity to intro- analysis of simple to complex for;:.;.

duce new structures & vocabulary)

and abctraction (potential con-

ceptualiition of situation).
'rmo
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4. Short cycle from .presentatlen to 4. Lo:Ig cycle from p.esentatl:.

free expression. free expression,

4.1 Structures are used for

communication immediately

4.1 Structural patterns arc

lated and not used for c

after being introduced. cation.

4.2 Structures are.used and '4.2 Patterns are Presented serl.:..11y,

integrated with other'pre- not integrated into a useful

vi uslY learned patterns . (in terms of ability to cor-mu-

immediately and reviewed nicate) mixture Of structures

throughout the course.
% (

4.3 Students test classroom

models as real speech through

free expression immediately

inside the classroom.

until after many hours o.f

instruction.

4.3 Students test classroom models

as real speech throUgh

free expression. outside the

classroom, if at
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4 Ole

Language titrurtures prse:lte in 5. Langu.:g.e st u,.:Itures pres,:nt,

conversational clusters. isolated patterns.

5.10,Student3 are expected to in- 5.1 Students are expected it

ternalize structureSjoy re- narize structures by

combining 40esuanding several

patterns.at a time in a

given situation.

dialogues.

.

'3/.2 Several'items focused at a 5.2 One item focused at a time.

time.

tr
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t. Language presented as wiloie

)
system:

6. Language presented as set of

grammatical patterns.

6.1. Students experience lan2 6.1 Students experience langu,..

-s) guage as het of component

parts.

as set o\di:c/Tete elemer

p6.2 Fluency.dependent on Mas7 6.2 Fluency dependent on mastery

tery of integrated patterns. of isolated patterns.

7. Horizontal approach. . Vertical approach.

7.1 Operation dependent on 7.1 Operation dependent on per-

principle of gradual fam- fection of isola,ed pattern

# iliarization.

7.2 Each exercise prqsents

cross-section of structures

being-learned and reviewed.

before another is presented.

7.2 Each exercise manipulates on

given pattern or structure.'
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Patterns rc.;ie4ed in c_iffer- 7.3 Patterns revieed ir

ent situational contexts with

I

different sets-of other pat-
,

terns. Copstant practice in

a

trieving correct pattern from

those already internalized.

8. Student output innovative.

8.1 Students expected to pro-

duce utterances on basis of

what they've internalized.

8.2 Students expected to modi-

fy pattern models or inno-

vate within framework of

given situation; also obliged

Ekexercises which-remain -

nal to vari At context.

attempt made to give student:

1 4

choice of retrieving correV:

tern from several which may have

been internalized.

8. Student output controlled.

to generate untaught utterances.

8.1 Students expected to produce

utterances consisting of mem-

orized patterns &

8.2 _Students expected

or modify pattern

dialogues.

to imitate

models only.
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9. Open-ended approachlto lan-

gdage acquisitiOn. ,Teachers

use - variety

9. Highly structured approach t.

language acquisition. Teach.."

cedures to use specific types of drills r

help students learn, including help students learn, which are

translation, grammatical ex-

planations or other technical
1

atI

/

oral-aural in orientation; read-

ing and writing are delayed Until

aids such as reading and writing later levels. Grammatical explana-

,/

where necessary. tions and translation are discou'r-

aged.
e

10. Learning presupposes correct 10. Learning presupposes correct use in

use. in open-ended situations highly structured situations which

and thus compreher.sion of the

0

grammatical processes involved.

of themselves do not imply comFr.7h:--

som of the graMmatical processs

in olved.

11. Subject matter highly relevant 11. Subject matter may not be rele,.-,:nt.

to students' interest and needs. to student ,,interest and needs.
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III. Research :.elated to SR

The earliest historical evidence of a situational

method was attested in Gouin, who attempted to teach

Fl through situation sequences. He tried to get stu-

dents to think iu a foreign language by first explain-

ing a given sequence of actions in the students' native

language, then acting out the sequence while describing

it in the target language. His/contributions to foreign

language teaching in general and SR in particular were:

introduction of motor activity into the classroom through

dramatization of sentences practiced; recognition of stu-

dents' need to deal with familiar, concrete experiences;

.
,f

and presentation of complete Father than partial sentences

S

or phrases in lifelike situations, or "living"' contexts.

t/

Jespersen was an early advocate, of the "direct method"

of language teaching, where mastery.of grammar and vocabu-
.

lary were deemed less important than learning to use the
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living language. Oral commllnicatioil wasrregaraed as

essential towards achieving.,this.goal, and situational

contexts a natural vehicle for the method.

.Billows diAcussed the use of patterns in context

the

and importance ofPpresenting new material in familiarA
situsAtions, so that students proceeded from known tb

7
known experiences with a minimum of confusion.

'Gaarder felt that teaching materials needed

situational reality and that the instructor should, there-

fore, give students meaningful material to discuss. Gaarder

incorporated into his learning model the restrictive use of

'3

"control by the language"...--"e711oic, memorized, rate be-

havior"--in favor of "control of the Zanguagei'--"recombining

without a model." He was of the opinion that if students were

to acquire the control that goes beyond drills, they must prac-

tice such control from the beginning of their foreign language

8

experience.



Oiler and Obrecht experimented with foteign language teach-

ing in communicative and non-communicative contexts. It was'thei:.

conclusion that meaningful communicative activity greatly increase:

the effeftiveness of a pattern drill and should be a focal part of

.

the diill from the beginning.-- \s.41

Upshur's experiments .showeNkthat the "internal structure:-under-

lying a set of sentences.of a foreign language was] not completely.

learned by presentation and practice of that 4( of sentences."
10

He suggested that sequential mastery of material was not necessary

for learning to take place, and that most efficient learning occurred

in a communicative context.

Bowen.stressed the factAhat communication 'should be the goal

Of classrooctivities; To him, manipulative exercises seemed usc- A

ful'but insufficient in helping students achieve second language

competence, since they needed to be able to 1O more than manipulate

structures if they were to function adequat in real, authentic

communication situations.
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Newmark and Reibel. rejected the use of structurally graded

and ordered exercises- whith may Offer grarmaticallylclherent

but of necessity linguistically isolated material. They con-

sidered situational ordering to be preferable to the !ton- natural

non-viable contexts of structurally graded and ordered exercises
.

.

rbasethan contrast' re analyses. In their opinion, such structure

drills developed to teach discrete grammatical skills lacked the

situational cohesion of natural speech and were thus inherently

11

ineffective. Newmark 'and Reibel,pointed out that the acquisition

of both one's native language and a.second.language occurred na-

turally in situationally rather than only grammatically coherent

12

contexts;

'Hauptman compared structural teaching-methods where materials

were sequenced in order of grammatJ.61 and lexical complexity with

situational material presented in meaningful dialogues which were

not dependent on grammatical and lexical complexity: lie concluded

that the language performance of low-aptitude students taught with
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a situational.approac'was equal to the performance of low-

1(-
.

aptitude students taught with a structural approach and that

4.

high-aptitude students performed better-with a 5ituatiOntl

13:

approach than with a structural one.

Kearny studied pattern. practice and situational rein-

forcement techniques and concluded that the use of dintexts

and cqmmunCiation activities 'could strengthen any foreign lan--

guage teaching approach, and that,i1Caddition such approaches

14

would benefit from situational presentation.

Schumann compared situational reinforcement to other

It

teaching methods, finding that/SR both provided opportunities

15

for and encouraged students /to communicate.-
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